Online Proctoring
with a Human
Touch

Honorlock provides on-demand proctoring services for academic institutions worldwide. Our patented,
proprietary technology transforms an otherwise intrusive interaction into a positive experience promoting trust,
confidence, and peace of mind. Here are a few ways we stand out from the rest:

Live Proctors When You Need Them
Honorlock offers a hybrid proctoring system
that combines the benefits of automation
with those of a live proctor. With Live Pop-In™, we
prompt a live proctor to pop in during a session if the
student triggers our automated system with suspicious
activity. Live Pop-In is the new live proctoring service—
only better—because Live Pop-In is geared toward
prevention. Our live trained proctor is intervening just in
time to prevent suspicious activity from going further. If
the student accidentally prompted the Live Pop-In, the
proctor will help them get back on track with their exam.
Faculty save a substantial amount of time when reviewing
the assessment report because they don’t have to review
false flags.

Proctect Your Proctored Online
Exam Content
Search and Destroy™, our proprietary test
bank removal technology searches for and destroys
unauthorized copies of your test questions on the
internet. Once you enable Honorlock in a proctored
online exam, our software automatically searches
for leaked assessment content. It then requests the

removal of the material from third-party websites
by filing DMCA copyright takedown notices. As an
added protection measure, we also allow you to
prevent students from copying, pasting, and printing
during the proctored exam. We give instructors the
confidence of knowing they won’t have to create new
test questions each semester.

Detect the Use of Unauthorized
Secondary Devices
As students have access to more and
more devices, it becomes harder for instructors to
preserve academic integrity—especially in a remote
testing context. We’re proud to have the industry’s
first and only technology to detect cell phone, tablet,
and laptop use while a student is taking an online
proctored exam. Our patented system can detect
when these devices are accessing test bank content
during an exam, and we capture a screen recording of
the secondary device to provide evidence in the event
of a violation. This remote proctoring function deters
students from using their phones out of view, and
you get to proctor beyond the webcam, protecting the
academic integrity of your online exams.

www.honorlock.com

Proctor Third-Party Exams Seamlessly
When faculty need to administer exams outside
of your LMS, you’re looking for solutions that
provide effective evaluation while preventing academic
dishonesty. Now Honorlock will set your institution apart
by delivering proctoring services within third-party exam
systems such as MyMathLab, ALEKS, Pearson and McGraw
Hill. Faculty can easily register third-party exams and
customize exam settings in your LMS. Students can access
and launch the exam with a few simple clicks. You can rest
assured that all exams–even those outside your LMS–are
proctored effectively to protect academic integrity.

Block Access to Websites and Applications
Browser Guard™ allows you to deliver your tests
securely without requiring students to download
a bloated custom browser. Once a student installs the
Google Chrome extension and begins the exam, their web
browsing will be restricted and recorded, preventing access
to unauthorized web content, unapproved applications,
and multiple monitors. The Honorlock system takes a
screen recording while the student is testing so you can
see everything they’re seeing. You can also allow access to
websites you’d like students to be able to access during the
test, and you can allow them to access some applications—
like an on-screen calculator. Even when you aren’t there
to proctor the exam, you get to control the testing
environment while giving your students the freedom and
flexibility of using their everyday browser.

About Honorlock
Honorlock is revolutionizing the way education institutions
protect the academic integrity of online courses and
assessments. Honorlock’s proprietary features—Live

OTHER FEATURES
AND BENEFITS
24/7/365 Support
World-class email, chat, and phone support.

Quick and easy setup
Instructors can easily enable an exam for
proctoring with a simple two-click process,
and it’s just as easy for the student. It typically
takes less than 60 seconds for the student to
complete the authentication process and start
the exam. We also provide a simple single click
test that will confirm OS, browser version, and
appropriate internet speed.

Real-time recording
The exam session can be viewed by the
instructor after the exam. Any incident
or suspicious activity will appear in the
instructor’s dashboard in real time.

Allowed Site URLs
Allows faculty to give students permission to
visit specific websites while restricting them
from visiting unauthorized websites during
their exam session.

On-demand proctoring
No scheduling, no software, no headaches.
Students can take proctored exams any time.

Pop-In, Multi-Device Detection, and Search & Destroy—allow educators to focus on what is most important: their
student’s success. Honorlock is dedicated to providing world-class service and support 24/7/365.

To learn more, visit us at honorlock.com.
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